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additionally In addition, by way of addition; furthermore.
He serves additionally as the CEO.

adulthood The state (and responsibilities) of a person who has attained maturity.
Most of the larvae die although some survive to adulthood.

afternoon In the afternoon every afternoon.
He spent a quiet afternoon in the park.

also In addition.
Dyslexia also known as word blindness.

april The month following March and preceding May.

belated Coming or happening later than should have been the case.
A belated birthday card.

besides In addition; as well.
I don t want to go to a restaurant besides we can t afford it.

both
Used before the first of two alternatives to emphasize that the statement
being made applies to each (the other alternative being introduced by ‘and.
Both girls are pretty.

doyen A man who is the senior member of a group.
He became the doyen of British physicists.

evening An evening characterized by a particular event or activity.
The evening meal.

excessively
To a greater degree or in greater amounts than is necessary, normal, or
desirable; inordinately.
Excessively high taxes.

fifties The time of life between 50 and 60.

furthermore
In addition.
Computer chess games are getting cheaper all the time furthermore their
quality is improving.
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inordinate Beyond normal limits.
The case had taken up an inordinate amount of time.

likewise
Used to introduce a point similar or related to one just made.
Some people have little power to do good and have likewise little strength
to resist evil.

loosen Make loose or looser.
The noose loosened.

over
A sequence of six balls bowled by a bowler from one end of the pitch after
which another bowler takes over from the other end.
Message understood over and out.

overly Excessively.
She was a jealous and overly possessive woman.

posthumous Occurring, awarded, or appearing after the death of the originator.
A posthumous book.

reconvene Convene or cause to convene again, especially after a pause in proceedings.
The bill will be considered when the Legislature reconvenes next Fall.

retrieval
(computer science) the operation of accessing information from the
computer’s memory.
My retrieval of people s names is very poor.

reversion A property to which someone has the right of reversion.
There was some reversion to polytheism.

similarly Used to indicate a similarity between two facts or events.
He was similarly affected.

sluggish Slow to respond or make progress.
A sluggish market.

sometime Belonging to some prior time.
The sometime editor of the paper.

subsequent Following in time or order.
Subsequent developments.

tardy After the expected or usual time; delayed.
Please forgive this tardy reply.

timing A particular point or period of time when something happens.
The introduction of new signal timings.

undue Unwarranted or inappropriate because excessive or disproportionate.
His dress stops just short of undue elegance.

unwarranted Without a basis in reason or fact.
Unwarranted limitations of personal freedom.
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